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INFORMATION
The aerosol mist is discharged via the existing treatment unit (central suction
or single-user suction). No separate suction unit is required.
The hygienic reprocessing of the suction hoses and suction unit is performed
as usual according to the instructions of use of the corresponding treatment
unit.
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Connecting the suction cannula to the cannula adapter
Select the right or left cannula adapter.
Attach the suction cannula to the cannula adapter (make sure it is
positioned correctly).

B Connecting the cannula adapter to the suction hose
1.

Connect the cannula adapter to the existing suction hose
(spray mist) of the assistant element (plug-in connection;
make sure it is positioned correctly).

C Positioning the headphones
1.

Activate Bluetooth or the noise-cancelling function if required.
Put the protective covers over the two headphone speakers.

2.

Put the headband in place to ensure that the headphones are
positioned securely.

3.

Put the headphones on the patient’s head (make sure they are
positioned correctly).
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D Connecting the aerosol suction to the headphones
1.

Position the suction cannula between the nose and the corner of the
mouth.

2.

Connect the headphones to the cannula adapter and suction hose.
To do this, use the magnetic fasteners on the headphones (left and
right side) and cannula adapter.

E Positioning the suction cannula on the patient’s mouth
1.

Position the suction cannula between the nose and the corner of the
mouth

When putting on the headphones, make sure that no patient hair or skin is pinched.
Pressure points may be caused by the headset if treatment is prolonged. These do not represent a danger or disability
for patients.





Make sure that the headphones and cannula adapter are positioned correctly.
Make sure that the suction cannula is positioned correctly in front of the patient’s mouth.
Do not put the headphones down on the patient.

This installation instruction only applies in conjunction with the aerosol suction aer x Instructions for use (2.003.1812).
Please observe the information on safety, installation and operation of the device contained therein!
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